Tobacco harm reduction strategies: the case for physical activity.
Since the effects of tobacco smoke are so detrimental to health, growing consideration has been given to the development of harm reduction strategies for those smokers who are unable or unwilling to stop using tobacco. The term harm reduction refers to a policy, strategy, or particular intervention that assumes continued use of an undesired behavior and aspires to lower the risk of adverse consequences associated with the continuation of this addictive behavior. Up to this point, tobacco harm reduction interventions have focused on reducing tobacco-related harm through the utilization of innovative tobacco products, reduced tobacco consumption, and pharmaceutical medications. With the possible exception of medicinal nicotine products, these strategies remain unproven and thus far no scientific or medical literature exists to suggest these harm reduction strategies reduce tobacco-related exposure, morbidity, or mortality. Consequently, a need exists for broadening the range of potentially effective harm reduction strategies. This preliminary review suggests that physical activity has the potential to become one such strategy. Of the eight principles that characterize a harm reduction strategy, all are at least partially satisfied by physical activity. Further, emerging evidence indicates that physical activity may delay the occurrence of disease and premature death initiated by tobacco consumption. Significant concerns remain regarding the practicality of physical activity as a harm reduction strategy and the extent to which participation in physical activity may be used to justify continued smoking.